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lTime : 3 hours

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A

(Maximum rnarks : l0)

Marks

I Answer a/i questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. DifFerentiate between tactile texture and visual texture.

2. Define proportion.

3. Differentiate between mechanical scale and visrual scale.

1. Define space.

5. Who designed The Sydney Opera House ? (5x2: l0)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

il Answer any .five of the following questions. fach question carries 6 marks.

1. Explain the qualities of color.

2. Explain following color schemes.

(i) complimentary (ii) Split comphmentary

3. Illustrate with examples the design principle contasl

4. Explain how presentation drawings are prepared.

5. Illustrate with sketches grld organization.

6. Explain with skerches any four features of Hussain Doshi Gufa.

7. Draw the view of Opera House, Sydney. (5x6 : 30)
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PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

Illustate with sketches visual and relational properties of form.

Differentiate between regular and inegular forms'

On

Define and classifu character in

UNrr
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1J
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(a) Illustrate with sketches the features of the design element - line.

(b) Differentiate between primary colours and secondary colours.

UNII - II

(a) Plan is developed on the basis of firnction, aesthetics and sfiuctural stability.

Elaborate the statement.

(b) Drarv an example for a rhythmic pattem.

On

Illustrate with sketches the design principle - balance.
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t
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Explain progam analysis and

ilt

studies.
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Vll (a)

(b)
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VIII

Explain characteristics of space.

Illustate with sketches the following.

(i) Cenfralised organisation

(tu) Radialorganisation

Ut.rrr ry

IX (a) Explain the design concept and features

(b) Write any five features of Tube house.

Explain the feanres of form and

De Haut, Ronchamp.

the falling water.

of the chapel of Nofre Dame
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x (a)

(b) State five principles of Le Corbusier's
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